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Abstract: This article aims to explore the potential and limitations of participatory design and co-
manufacturing processes, taking the city of Barcelona as a reference. It is characterized by an aging
building stock, tourist pressure, and difficulties for citizens in accessing affordable housing. In this
sense, a selection of six cases of co-design and co-manufacturing is presented, as a range of small-scale
interventions that were shared and discussed in the “Debate sessions. Co-Design and Co-Fabrication
in Architecture” within the Co-Hab-Raval project, which motivated this research. Thanks to these case
studies, it has been possible to analyse a wide range of intervention practices. The article exposes the
socioeconomic context of Barcelona and its lack of affordable housing, which motivated the practices
presented. In addition, the cases are carrying out a comparative analysis based on the parameters of
agents involved, the type of users’ participation, and materials resource management. Finally, the
results obtained highlight the relationship between the construction systems and the self-construction
and reuse strategies used, as well as the importance of the plurality of agents that intervened in the
design process to enrich the proposals and empower users, especially in vulnerable environments.

Keywords: co-design; co-manufacturing; self-construction; sustainability

1. Introduction

This article aims to show different strategies of co-manufacturing and co-design, as
well as policies addressed in the context of architectural reuse in the city of Barcelona.

The growing need for a shift towards a circular economy (CE) [1–3] has positioned
the reuse of buildings and construction elements in our cities as both a necessity and an
opportunity. That is why, following the objectives set by the European Union, the lines
of action applied in Spain place the construction industry as one of the first sectors to
transform. This is because it is responsible for almost 40% of all waste produced and
almost 30% of greenhouse gas emissions (GHG), and one of the main objectives of the 2030
Agenda [4] is a reduction in the consumption of materials used in construction by 30% and
the emission of GHG by 50%. To achieve these objectives, architectural reuse is being seen
as a necessity and the vision of the built environment as a resource that is not only physical
but also cultural, which can in turn be reinvented, improved, updated, and transformed, is
emerging again.

In this sense, some of the practices presented take as references practices from the
last quarter of the 20th century, for which, the existing city was rediscovered, and among
the buildings or aspects to be preserved, not only the monuments were considered, but
also the existing dwellings and the social structure of the city [5], as can be exemplified
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in the Amsterdam Declaration of 1975 [6]. The policies of the late 1980s, 1990s, and the
first decade of the 21st century, such as the land liberalization promoted by the Aznar
government, led to massive speculation in the real estate sector and a large indebtedness of
Spanish families in mortgages to gain access to housing. This dynamic exploded with the
global financial crisis of 2008 and previous practices are being recovered.

This article collects and compares the contributions of the experts invited to the
symposium “Jornadas de Debate. Co-Diseño y Co-Fabricación en arquitectura” [7] focused on
the role of architecture in co-design and co-manufacturing processes in architectural reuse
in our existing cities. This debate was carried out in the framework of the research project
Co-Hab-Raval [8]. A selection of case studies from these previous discussions is presented
in this article in order to show different methods of co-manufacturing and co-design
through the involvement of different stakeholders and different scales of action, which vary
from urban to household in the city of Barcelona. At the same time, this compilation of
projects framed in the same geographical, economic, and legal context allows us to contrast
the limits and possibilities of the different strategies addressed.

These experiences raise a debate around the possibilities for the involvement in ar-
chitectural processes of communities in the design, construction, transformation, appro-
priation, and management of their inhabited space. At the same time, these architectural
practices also play a role in addressing socio-economic urban issues—such as real estate
speculation or energy poverty in the city—that, by making them visible and providing mate-
rial solutions, could have implications in the debates around the need for new regulations.

2. Theoretical Framework: Architectural Reuse and Self-Construction through
Co-Manufacturing and Co-Design Processes
2.1. Environmental Sustainability in Reuse Practices

Our cities need to become more sustainable and resilient to achieve the goals of the
European Green Deal. In our case, this requires the transformation of existing buildings and
their adaptive temporary reuse, improving the well-being and quality of life of citizens and
fostering social inclusion and environmentally responsible economic growth [1]. Currently,
many cities continue to cover their space needs with new buildings and land consumption.
The European Commission (EC) adopted in 2014 a package of measures that includes
proposals to revise legislation to stimulate the transition from a linear economy towards a
circular economy [9–11]. In addition, this package included, as a new challenge, the reuse
and transformation of existing buildings, particularly those in disuse or that are underused,
with the logic of creating new economic and social opportunities aligned with the principles
of the CE to:

1. Take advantage of existing common spaces.
2. Improve the environmental performance of buildings throughout their life cycle [2].
3. Propose new scenarios for urban entrepreneurship [9–11].

However, the way we are materialising architecture so far makes it difficult to achieve
both the goals of the 2030 Agenda [4] and those of our cities in terms of sustainable,
environmental, economic, and social development [12]. There is a need to improve tools
and methodologies to think more carefully about how we manage, use, and reuse all the
built environment, as well as the rest of the natural resources.

From our point of view, in terms of social inclusion, adaptive reuse of existing build-
ings can offer citizens and communities an opportunity to participate in the life of the
city more easily [13,14], compared to new construction or comprehensive refurbishment
commissions. In addition, the accommodation of new functions and flexible uses within
buildings originally designed for other activities can have a positive effect on the environ-
ment, creating a social impact through job opportunities and community involvement [15].
The consumption model born of industrialisation implies the infinite use of finite resources
and the accumulation of waste, i.e., a linear system of wasting. However, new models
based on sustainability are related to reuse and recycling in order to close the cycle and
limit the consumption of new resources. It is necessary to rethink cities taking into account
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the space needs, related to the physical, social, and economic local necessities that only
a truly participated diagnosis, one that is based on a global, sustainable, resilient, and
inclusive vision of the city, can express. This approach to rethinking the city must take into
account the changing needs and ambitions of neighbours through spaces that can contain
temporary uses at relatively low costs, that are able to offer access to housing for citizens at
risk of exclusion, and to open up new spaces for new local economic activities.

2.2. Socio-Economic Sustainability by Improving Self-Construction Practices

Self-construction has been historically identified with slums or informal settlements,
although an increasing number of studies identify the phenomenon of self-construction in
some European cities [16]. It is currently estimated that around one billion people live in
informal settlements [17], either in the form of the construction of new housing plots or the
occupation of abandoned buildings, and this figure is on the rise. However, gradually, with
the impossibility of accessing the formal housing market, it is increasingly important to
recognise that the collective work of people and non-lucrative organisations has been able
to effectively and quantitatively partially solve the need for safe housing provision through
self-construction strategies and the social production of habitat.

In this article, we interpret the subject from the perspective of the relationship of the
users with their environment and space, as an essential link for architecture and urban
planning [18,19], in accordance with the conception of “holistic thinking” proposed by
Patrick Geddes [20] and applied by Turner [21] in the concept of relational housing:

‘It’s the relationship that matters! We’re not talking about people, we’re not talking
about buildings, we’re talking about the relationship between them’ [20]. Geddes insists
that the ‘value’ of the building, besides its value as an object, includes the relationships
between itself and its context, and holds its inhabitants and activities [22].

From this perspective, self-construction gives rise to thinking about mutual recog-
nition between actors: institutions, technical professionals, and users, highlighting and
encouraging each other to develop skills and knowledge in order to generate processes
of self- (or rather co-) construction. In addition, it fosters another kind of relationship
between technical knowledge, architectural space, and environment and management [23].
If participatory architecture is based on the need to generate habitat alternatives and also
based on a democratisation of design processes [19,24], following Turner, it is not only
about the design of the space itself but also about its construction and/or management
(and we would add, its transformation and appropriation in the long term).

It is along these lines that mixed formulae emerge and public institutions, or public-
private partnerships, play a key role in facilitating and assisting community practices of
self-construction [23,25,26]. According to Turner, far from the concept of Self-Help Housing
promoted by the World Bank, in which the users contribute by working on the construction,
but their influence in decision-making is marginal [27], the optimal situation would be one
in which the maximum management and decision-making role falls to the users, regardless
of their direct contribution to the physical construction. To this end, institutions should
provide the indispensable ‘tools’ or ‘elements’ to enable a constructive and urban quality
of development (materials, tools, labour, technical assistance, and financing) [22].

Contrary to an understanding in which the architectural project is detached from users’
reality, different professional profiles are configured depending on the relationship with
communities: ‘architect-manager’ or ‘architect-subordinate’ vs. ‘architect-interpreter’ [22].
In this way, multiple actors (users, architects, construction professionals, material suppliers,
institutions, etc.) make agreements on all aspects that lead to the construction [22,23,28,29].

What is also shown in this paper is one of the main limitations in their implementa-
tion, as they are neither credible nor imaginable in environments where there is no active
participation and organisation of the people involved. From our point of view, beyond
influencing legal and institutional pitfalls, the expansion of processes of self-construction,
participation, and direct action in architecture can be possible. The experiences of neigh-
bourhood involvement that are not based on a strong associative and community fabric
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either exemplify forms of symbolic representative participation or are incapable of crys-
tallising and remaining in the medium and long term, once the process that motivated
them has ended [30].

The main architectural advantages of self-construction processes are usually described
on the basis of the conception of housing as an open system, based on structures adaptable
to the changing needs and evolutionary patterns of the living units [23]. They also represent
a way of promoting circularity and, as we saw in the previous section, the reuse of existing
spaces and materials as local resources [31]. Furthermore, self-construction is linked
to multidisciplinary participatory processes, which from the social sciences perspective,
encourage the participation of neighbours in decision-making and strengthen citizens’ ties,
which generates a more resilient social fabric [32].

If we start from the premise that the involvement and direct action of the inhabitants
in the design, construction, or management of their living space is a way of making the
right to decent housing and habitation effective, especially in places where there is a
greater housing emergency, it is worth asking what are the possible and desirable ways of
introducing self-construction processes into architectural practice in our existing cities in a
qualitative and quantitative way.

3. Methodology
3.1. Research Context and Case Selection

After the global financial crisis, the alarming consequences of the commodification of
housing in Barcelona became evident, exacerbating social inequalities [33]. The structure of
residential tenure in the city is one of the reasons why economic crises have a strong impact
on housing. As can be seen in Table 1, the city can only offer 2% of public accommodation,
the rest is divided between owner-occupied housing (66.6%) and rental housing from the
private market (31.3%). In this context, operations of renovation can lead to processes of
gentrification and expulsion of the most vulnerable neighbourhoods.

Table 1. Compared types of tenure in Barcelona and Spain with other European cities and
countries [34].

City/Country Housing Stock
Total

Housing/10,000
Inhabitants

Housing Stock
Owned (%)

Open Market
Rental Housing

Stock (%)

Social Rental
Housing
Stock (%)

The Netherlands 7,107,000 423.0 58.0% 10.0% 32.0%

Amsterdam 398,565 491.3 28.0% 24.0% 48.0%

Germany 41,183,333 508.0 43.0% 51.0% 6.0%

Berlin 1,883,161 550.3 14.0% 55.7% 30.2%

United Kingdom 23,400,000 443.0 66.4% 15.6% 18.0%

London 3,383,030 410.0 57.0% 19.0% 23.0%

France 33,672,308 519.0 57.7% 25.2% 14.6%

Paris 1,356,074 602.7 33.1% 44.3% 17.2%

Spain 25,129,000 544.0 85.0% 11.0% 2.0%

Barcelona 811,106 506.0 66.6% 31.3% 2.0%

Barcelona, and in particular the Ciutat Vella district, is a city in which its residents
can live in precarious spaces, while some neighbours or local enterprises are stifled by
high rental prices. One of the main consequences of this fact is the great vulnerability of
the residential stock to the rules of the real estate market and the significant instability of
housing stock by the high incidence of tourism in the city. In addition, the accumulation of
urban land by large private landowners after the global financial crisis of 2008 has worsened
in the last decade, as well as the availability of urban land for new construction [35].
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Furthermore, the city has dense, old, and inefficient building stock in terms of energy,
with building stock destined for residential use accounting for 52% of the city’s total roof
area and an average age of 63 years [36], and in terms of accessibility [37,38], which affects
the most vulnerable groups and disadvantaged tenants, worsening their situation, since,
as shown by the Observatori Metropolità de l’Habitatge de Barcelona [39], 25% households
are below the energy poverty level, as they spend 10% or more of their income on paying
energy costs. This situation worsens the living conditions of the most vulnerable [40–42].

This residential precariousness and social vulnerability are even greater in the Ciutat
Vella district, where most of the projects presented in this article are located. This district,
despite having the lowest population under the age of 65, with 12% (3.77% of the total
population of the municipality) [43], has the lowest life expectancy, with an average of
81.6 years compared to the average of 84.2 years in Barcelona [44]. On the other hand,
in terms of economic vulnerability, the Family Disposable Income (RFD) index for Ciutat
Vella in 2019 was 84.3, below the 100 level for the city; 31.4% of the population living
in the district lives below the poverty line, which means that they live in a household
with an income below 60% of the average annual disposable income of individuals. It
is worth noting that this rate is the second highest in the city, exceeding the Barcelona
average by 11.8 points [45]. In addition, it is also the district with the highest rate of severe
material deprivation, at 11.52% in 2017, higher than the average of 7.47% [46], along with
the highest unemployment rate in the city with 1405 people with more than 12 months of
unemployment [47]. In addition, Ciutat Vella is the district with the lowest average salary
per person at 22,529€/year compared to the city average of 31,076€/year [48].

In this context, within the city of Barcelona, we find that it is possible to explore new
practical methodological approaches that explore new legal and formal frameworks to work
on residential rehabilitation without accusing the gentrification processes that can threaten
the building stock under the real state market rules. This was one of the goals of the project
in which this research is framed, the Co-Hab-Raval [8]. It was focused on improving the
living conditions of the communities of El Raval neighbourhood, in the historical center
of Barcelona, through co-designed and co-manufactured solutions, which is one of the
comparative case studies of this article. Within the framework of the Co-Hab-Raval, the
symposium “Jornadas de Debate. Co-Diseño y Co-Fabricación en arquitectura” [7] was
held. There, recent practices of co-design and co-manufacturing were collected that laid
the foundations of the current context in reference to these issues. The contributions were
divided into two blocks:

Co-design block:

- Pla de Barris (Neighborhood Plan). Barcelona City Council [49].
- MISMeC.Teaching experiences. UPC [50].
- Recetas Urbanas (Urban recipes) [51].
- Arquitectes de Capçalera. UPC [52].
- Proceso de co-diseño y construcción de vivienda de bajo coste sostenible en el norte de Kenia

(Process of co-design and construction of sustainable low-cost housing in northern
Kenya). Zeltia González [53].

Co-manufacturing block:

- Space Saloón. Kent State University [54].
- Procesos de autoconstrucción en el barrio del Carmel (Self-construction processes in the

Carmel neighborhood), Barcelona, El Tinglado [55].
- Construïm-nos, Makea Tu Vida [56].
- REEhabilitant El Raval. Propuesta de autogestión en rehabilitación energética de hoga-

res vulnerables (Proposal for self-management in energy rehabilitation of vulnerable
homes). UPC [57].

- Programa de mejoramiento de vivienda por autogestión Barrio Mugica (Self-management
Housing Improvement Program. Barrio Mugica), Bs. Argentina. Estudio de Arquitec-
tura NDG [58].
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The experiences exposed were varied in scale, scope, and budget, however, they all
shared the need to activate architectural practices against the precariousness of housing.
In addition, all of them highlighted the need to implement the use of resources, self-
construction, and multidisciplinary participation as necessary tools to improve habitability.

In this article, a selection of case studies from these previous discussions is presented
to show different methods of co-fabrication and co-design through the participation of
different actors and different scales of action, ranging from the urban to the domestic in the
city of Barcelona. Accordingly, six experiences were selected from among the previous ones,
with the criteria that they should be framed in the geographical context of the Catalan city
and that they entailed, materialised or drawn, the design of solutions for the improvement
of living conditions. Thus, this compilation of projects framed in the same geographical,
economic, and legal context allows us to contrast the limits and possibilities of the different
strategies addressed.

3.2. Comparative Case Analysis Methodology

First of all, the socio-economic context of the city and its housing problems have been
analysed and presented. Thanks to this prior examination, it is possible to establish the
common panorama in which the case studies are framed. This prior knowledge of the
particular casuistry of the city provides a context in which it is possible to theorise the
different proposals together.

Subsequently, in the context of this publication, the interventions and debate around
the Barcelona approaches that constitute case studies on the strategies of reuse in co-design
and co-fabrication are collected. The questions and practices presented are from different
natures, providing a broad and diverse view of this type of practice. The experiences
of public and private or cooperative initiatives, which are the subject of this article, are
presented below:

• Co-Hab-Raval project, funded by the Barcelona City Council and developed by two
university research groups and a local NGO.

• Barcelona City Council and its Pla de Barris proposal, funded and developed by the
local administration in collaboration with Fundació Habitat 3, Fundació Família i Benestar
Social, Impulsem, and the architecture studio La Boquería.

• MISMeC Master’s degree from Vallès public School of Architecture which combines
sustainability-based interventions by students with the active participation of neigh-
bours and local authorities.

• Arquitectes de Capçalera, a teaching course in an Architectural degree and a Citizen
Service Office, whose methodology brings together students, social agents, and users
to improve the living conditions of the most vulnerable groups.

• The architecture studio El Tinglado and their experience in the El Carmel neigbourhood,
a project funded by Òmnium Cultural, and materialised with a local association and
the participation of the neighbourhood residents.

• MAKEA, an NGO that proposes a participatory process of co-design and co-manufacturing
together with the Barcelona City Council within the Pla de Barris Raval Sud and Gòtic
Sud jointly with young people from various neighbourhood associations.

Due to the great heterogeneity of the selected cases, it has been necessary to establish
baseline information for each case. To this end, a description has been provided for
each case that includes information regarding the location, the time of intervention, the
participants involved, the initiative for the action, the main objectives in each case, the
extent of the intervention, and the validation of outcomes. For each case, a table is provided
that summarises the applicability of the initiative and the strategies followed to achieve
its objectives.

This first approach to the case studies allows us to synthetically establish the particu-
larities of each one of them, as well as the reasons that motivated the decision-making of
the agents involved when determining the practices to be applied.
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In the second level of analysis, once the individual projects have been described, a
common comparative framework has been determined between the different practices
established in the first analysis. In this case, the chosen parameters that allow comparison
are the following:

• Agents involved. Agents involved in the experience are described, defining their
sector (public, private, or academic). In addition, it is described if there has been an
intervention of academia in the detection of the users’ needs and if there has been
active participation by them [59].

• Modalities of users’ participation. It is described in detail what has been the degree
of users’ participation, including in the highest rungs of the participation ladder [60].
It is detected whether the practices analysed contain the following modalities of
users’ participation: training and local employment, detecting particular needs and
capacities of neighbours, user participation in the design process, and strengthening
neighbourhood and community relations to foster identity and a sense of belonging
to the city. The budget of each project has been excluded, because despite all of them
having, as leitmotiv, the use of the minimum resources, some of them were not executed
and no real construction cost is available to be compared.

• Management of tangible and intangible resources. In order to identify to what extent,
the proposals take advantage of the existing resources and represent a shift towards
low energy consumption and circular economy, and to detect to what extent they affect
ownership. The parameters to consider are if there has been reduced consumption of
material resources or energy rehabilitation, if the self-construction has been assisted, if
there has been an enhancement of architectural and intangible heritage, or if there has
been a change of public ownership of the property.

In this way, it has been possible to show how similar issues have been tackled by means
of different strategies, which has made it possible to observe the limits and opportunities
provided in each case.

It is also worth bringing out the relationship between the strategies of reuse and
self-construction, which in many cases are not independent concepts but often related,
especially through the material or construction system, which is shown to be decisive and
capable of defining some of the proposals. Although limited by their own character, both
reuse and self-construction become invaluable resources with great potential for the future.

4. Different Approaches to Co-Design and Co-Fabrication in Barcelona

The following sections analyse individually the six methodologies studied in this
article. The different approaches are intended to strengthen the relationship between
architecture and community. From the authors’ point of view, the practices addressed to
face problems associated with residential buildings are particularly interesting because
of their importance to alleviate the housing emergency/precariousness and their way to
materialise tangible solutions adapted to their respective communities.

4.1. Co-Design and Co-Fabrication Raised by Co-Hab-Raval

This project was focused on El Raval neighbourhood in the district of Ciutat Vella
in Barcelona. It is linked to the applied research project developed by the authors Co-
Hab-Raval [8], where various micro-pilot projects were tested, capable of improving basic
aspects of the common spaces of buildings.

The communities and residents of this neighbourhood were living in deficient living
spaces, with insufficient space and lacking sanitation, ventilation, and natural lighting,
without quality outdoor and/or indoor communal spaces, without lifts or accessibility
conditions, and often in a situation of energy poverty. One of the main objectives was the
involvement of the residents in each community to build the rehabilitation prototypes with
the help or assistance of some of the neighbourhood’s professionals and the researchers.
These micro-projects had, as main axes, the improvement of: (1) habitability and healthiness,
(2) safety, (3) resilience, (4) inclusion, (5) sustainability, and (6) healthiness.
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As explained above, within Barcelona’s housing issues, El Raval neighbourhood is one
of the most vulnerable in each structure. Added to this context of precariousness, there is a
lack of response from public institutions [49].

As a result of this delay of a proper public response or assistance, the Co-Hab-Raval [8]
project proposes accompanied co-manufacturing through the implementation of micro-
projects arising from cooperation between researchers, specialists, vulnerable communities,
local professionals, and local associations (Table 2). Although the project was funded by
Barcelona City Council, its scope and impact are limited to solving the structural problems
of the neighbourhood mentioned above, which is one of the reasons why the authors
highlight this lack of institutional response. In this way, neighbours experience a change
in their role, becoming active agents in the process of improving their habitat conditions.
This not only makes the users the driving force for change in the community, but also
strengthens the quarter’s networks and its sense of belonging. In this way, through the
implementation of these micro-projects that were raised from the particular needs of each
community, the project became an open system that can be adapted to other particular
needs of different living units.

Table 2. Microprojects proposed by Co-HAB-Raval.

Co-HAB-Raval

Applicability Academic-practical exercises

Strategies

Public-private partnerships with local partners Renovation and use
by vulnerable groups
Detection of neighbours’ specific needs and capacities
Users’ participation in the design process

Implementation of low-cost micro-projects

Strengthening neighbourhood and community relations to foster
identity and sense of local belonging

Through the development of the multidisciplinary working groups, the designs were
able to integrate these particular needs of each neighbourhood as well as the specific
knowledge of each agent involved. At the same time, collaborative design approaches
with residents for the management, maintenance, appropriation, transformation, and
physical improvement of housing and common spaces were developed. The prototypes
resulting from the co-design process were materialised after the participatory process
(Figure 1). Since their implementation, the Oasi Urbà association was in charge of collecting
the qualitative impressions of users, and so far, no disagreements with their use have
been reported.

In addition, the project brings vulnerable residents closer to local associations and
the local productive sector, thus strengthening self-management, the neighbourhood’s
associative fabric, and mutual support.

An innovative aspect from a constructive point of view is the application of the princi-
ples of dry construction, recyclability, demountability, and the use of low-cost construction
systems that were taken into account in the development of these micro-projects in order to
facilitate their implementation and replicability. In Figure 2a, we can see the installation
of a gazebo based on these construction principles, which offers a meeting and care space
for the neighbours, as well as a refuge from the high summer temperatures in terms of
energy poverty. Pergolas on the roof provide a shaded and ventilated space that improves
comfort conditions in summer, decreasing the need for energy consumption for cooling.
Figure 2b presents another micro-project which was the installation of a removable and
non-permanent wooden covering for the staircases. This solution was intended to solve
accessibility issues, together with the help of hinged pieces at the corners of the landing to
allow the needy to rest when climbing the stairs.
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The objective of this micro-project was the improvement of accessibility, especially
for the elderly and thus favour their participation in daily activities. Light and ventilation
deficiencies were remedied with the installation of grilles in the doorway and stairwell to
promote air circulation and natural lighting throughout the vertical core. It is important to
emphasise that these micro-projects were in themselves a test with the idea to check their
future replicability.

Another innovative aspect of the project compared to other self-construction interven-
tions that already exist in the city, as well as similar proposals such as those contained in
the Re-habilitación exprés para hogares vulnerables. Soluciones de bajo coste [62], lies in the devel-
opment of local and transversal working groups. The cluster was integrated by researchers
and specialists, local manufacturers, associations, and residents in order to integrate into
the prototypes the collective and transversal capacity of multiple agents with first-hand
knowledge of:

1. The problems and needs of the neighbourhood.
2. The difficulties and opportunities for management and maintenance.
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3. The quality and efficiency for standard solutions to be designed and applied in each
specific case in the El Raval neighbourhood of Barcelona.

4.2. Practices in Barcelona as A Case Study. Policies and Practices Implemented by Barcelona City
Council’s Pla de Barris (Neighbourhood Plan) (2016–2020)

This project was a public-private collaboration between the Barcelona City Council
through its Pla de Barris (2016–2020) and the owner of three dwellings. Thanks to this col-
laboration, it was possible to rehabilitate the apartments to allocate within them vulnerable
people (specifically, homeless elderly people) through a 10-year concession (Table 3). On
the basis of this agreement, the public administration was in charge of financing the whole
process, including rehabilitating and taking the use of the flats for social benefit for 10 years
in exchange. Thanks to this agreement, Pla de Barris promoted a training plan for long-term
unemployed people in the neighbourhood who, in turn, participated in the rehabilitation
works of the flats.

Table 3. Overview of the strategies outlined by Pla de Barris.

Pla de Barris

Applicability Public policies aimed at implementing new practices on certain
conditions of vulnerability.

Strategies

Public-private partnership to promote housing renovation and use by
vulnerable groups.
Local training and employment plan.
Users’ participation in the design process.

Strengthening neighbourhood and community relations to foster identity
and sense of local belonging.

This project addressed the issue of access to housing, especially in the case of vul-
nerable groups such as the elderly homeless. At the same time, the project, thanks to the
intervention of the administration together with local associations, used the initiative to
tackle the problem of long-term unemployment in the neighbourhood through professional
training courses. To this end and in detail, a one-month training course was organised for
the 16 long-term unemployed people, aimed at rehabilitation and job reactivation. In the
following five months, seven of these 16 people were hired for rehabilitation work. Mean-
while, the elderly people who would be the future inhabitants joined an accompaniment
program with social agents that helped to shape their needs into the architectural project.

This public-private collaboration between the city council administration through
the Pla de Barris and the owner of the dwellings was fundamental to carrying out this
rehabilitation in an urban context, which, as has been said, is threatened by gentrification
because of real estate speculation and tourist pressure. On the other hand, the involvement
of several social agents from the neighbourhood and the architectural firm La Boquería
was necessary to carry out the training courses at the construction site, the aim of which
was to reintegrate into the labour market those people from the neighbourhood who were
long-term unemployed. In parallel to this training, a support plan was drawn up with
the future users to involve them in the design and decision-making process (Figure 3).
La Boquería studio was in charge of designing the refurbishment projects for the three
dwellings. The project stood out for the plurality of agents involved and the dialogue and
collaboration between them, all decisive for the success of the initiative.
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(2016–2020). (a) Co-design process with users; (b) The building site as a technical-training space [49].

The achievements of the project can be evaluated in the figures of labour reinsertion
obtained six months after the end of the project: of the 16 people who had received the
training, 50% obtained a work contract. At the same time, it was possible to implement a
methodology to provide decent housing for homeless elderly people.

We can see here how collaboration between administration and private property is
possible and necessary to alleviate social inequalities related to access to affordable housing.
In this way, the project manages to reintegrate people at risk of social exclusion and involve
them in the decision-making process. In addition, the project manages to explore new ways
of action born from the mix of agents involved. In this case, the training and participation of
long-term unemployed people were achieved, generating an increment in their possibilities
to reintegrate into the labour market.

4.3. MISMeC Master’s Pedagogical Internships at the Vallès School of Architecture

In this case, a training proposal promoted by the Vallès School of Architecture is
described (Table 4). The projects developed in this master’s degree seek to restore the
balance between social metabolic flows and the environment, through intervention in the
built environment.

Table 4. Overview of the pedagogical strategies implemented by the MISMeC master’s programme.

MISMeC Pedagogies

Applicability New pedagogies aimed at implementing new practices with an
impact on increasing sustainability.

Strategies

Academic approach to the real cases.
Reduction of resource consumption.

Energy rehabilitation.
Self-construction.

The main objective of this training proposal is based on changing the current linear
social metabolism which is based on a linear system of infinite resource consumption within
a finite environment. The sustainable approach put forward by MISMeC aims to change to
a circular system of resource management, so that the flows of the social metabolism are no
longer destructive to the environment and become in balance with it.

In order to carry out this paradigm shift through architecture, this pedagogical pro-
posal focuses on the reuse of the built environment and participation between students,
local entities, and users as key strategies to reduce the consumption of resources and
the generation of waste. To this end, the methodology of the master’s degree involves
interviews with users and visits to homes to find out the real needs of the neighbourhood.
The number of participants varies each year depending on the number of students and the
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degree of involvement of the neighbours. Finally, students propose different intervention
strategies in their projects that focus on reusing material resources and reducing energy
consumption. The results of the students’ proposals are generally shown to the neighbours
and other agents involved in the process, however, due to the fact that they are academic
works, none of them were materialised.

The project ‘From the outside’ (Figure 4) is an example of the change of perspective
proposed by the MISMeC, in which the hypothesis of rehabilitation from the outside to
reduce energy consumption is proposed, analysing its potential and limitations from the
point of view of achieving greater performance with the lowest consumption of resources.
In addition, the “From the inside” proposal seeks intervention from the user through
self-rehabilitation. To this end, the proposal analyses the capacities and needs of each user
and translates them into self-rehabilitation guides (Figure 5).
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Through these practices, it is possible to appreciate the new academic approach of
MISMeC in which students are brought closer to the real problems of neighbourhoods
from the sustainability point of view. At the same time, this approach towards the built
environment introduces students to the circular economy consumption system and raises
awareness about the main role that architecture plays in the use of resources, waste gen-
eration, and greenhouse gas emissions, issues that will be key to the students’ future
professional development.
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4.4. Arquitectes de Capçalera

This section shows, once again, an innovative training proposal, in this case within the
degree in Architecture at the Barcelona School of Architecture (ETSAB) and the implemen-
tation of a Citizen Service Office [63]. Here, the aim is to bring the academic world closer
to the real problems of users through the implementation of participatory and consensual
processes between students, users, and neighbourhood organisations, from the first level of
analysis to the final proposal.

To carry out these projects, Arquitectes de Capçalera (AC) generates a participatory
process in which students, neighbours, and the public administration are involved. This
trinomial is essential to give viability to the academic proposals. This participatory ap-
proach favours the diagnosis of neighbourhood needs while empowering users by making
them active agents in the process of change, which generates a greater sense of attachment
and belonging.

The proposals are developed in vulnerable urban contexts threatened by real es-
tate speculation and gentrification in the Metropolitan Area of Barcelona. The aim of
them is to detect the specific shortcomings and threats of each neighbourhood and inter-
vene to improve the living conditions of its residents, always from a participatory and
inclusive approach.

An example of this working procedure was the Lancaster building, located in the El
Raval neighbourhood. In this case, the strategy employed (Table 5) was the implementation
of micro-projects developed with the materials available due to the lack of budget and
based on the particular skills of the neighbours to achieve the technical possibilities of the
rehabilitation of the building.

Table 5. Overview of the strategies proposed by Arquitectes de Capçalera.

Arquitectes de Capçalera

Applicability Academic-practical exercises.

Strategies

Trinomial public administration, private entities, and academia.
Detecting neighbours’ specific needs and capacities.
Self-construction.
Enhancement of architectural and intangible heritage.
Change of public ownership of the property.

The Lancaster building was previously abandoned and occupied by a group of cit-
izens to develop a project for migrant single mothers. Complete rehabilitation was not
possible and in 2015 the apartments inside were in deficient housing conditions. One of the
users contacted the Citizen Service Office led by AC and an assisted rehabilitation project,
together with a teaching course of fifth grade in architecture, was initiated [63].

To this end, AC, together with the students, invited the other users of the building
to participate in the project from the beginning. The analysis phase allowed the students
to map the needs and skills of the inhabitants through working groups [33]. After that,
the micro-projects proposed by the students were given to the neighbours in the form
of worksheets to facilitate their understanding and dissemination. The micro-projects,
instead of a single large intervention, were planned as multiple small-scale interventions
to make it possible for the neighbours to execute the projects, prioritizing the needs and
budget available at each moment. Their technical office provided detailed instructions
for carrying them out. Its implementation included the improvement of natural light and
ventilation, waterproofing of the roof, and the opening of a window on the first floor to
improve hygienic conditions, etc. [63].

This participatory process was successful in the short term, as it generated cohesion
among the residents of the building and changed the students’ perspective of their role as
architects. The interventions developed by the students together with neighbours increased
the confidence in the project and increased the sense of belonging and responsibility in all
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of them [63]. However, in the long term, the building was affected by the PMU (Urban
Improvement Plan) and was eventually demolished for the construction of a new building.
The families were rehoused in social apartments in the city [33].

Another project presented using the same methodology, the Can60 building, located
on Carrer Riereta in the El Raval neighbourhood, was threatened by an investment group
that wanted to demolish the building in order to build luxury apartments [33]. In this case,
the students worked with the neighbours and the associative network of the area, in order
to enhance both the built and the intangible heritage associated with the building (Figure 6).
In this case, the proposal was more focused on convincing the municipal government of
the need to preserve the building, through collaborative mappings that would show the
importance of the building for the identity of the surroundings. In this sense, the proposal
was successful, as the building became public property in 2016, however, seven years later,
the building is still awaiting rehabilitation by the public administration.
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Through this methodology, students approached the most urgent needs of vulnerable
contexts and have been prepared to identify and intervene in them. At the same time,
this rapprochement between the academy and the most immediate realities favours the
profession to integrate participatory processes, generating more diverse and inclusive
architecture. At the same time, it contributes to the empowerment of the community by
turning the user into an active agent and to the idea of having architecture and specifically
inhabited housing rehabilitation as a public service.

4.5. Self-Construction Practices in the Carmel Neighbourhood of Barcelona Managed by
El Tinglado

This project is based on the documentation of the self-construction experiences carried
out by El Carmel residents as a way of collecting and valuing the neighbourhood’s memory
and identity (Table 6). This has been accomplished through a series of interviews and a
redrawing process. All this enabled the generation of informative material that, through
guided walks, brings citizens closer to the history of struggle and self-construction in
this area.
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Table 6. Self-manufacturing practices in the El Carmel neighborhood.

El Tinglado

Applicability Diffusion and education.

Strategies
Neighborhood self-management for dignified housing.
Enhancing the value of neighborhood struggles and popular knowledge.
Enhancing the value of anonymous built heritage in face of gentrification.

El Carmel was built in the last half of the 20th Century informally. Self-construction
was the response to the lack of intervention by public administrations and the lack of
housing during the growth of the population in the city in the 1950s and 1960s. The
informational project proposed by El Tinglado in collaboration with Omnium Cultural
sought to dignify and disseminate this process of empowerment that has given rise to the
consolidated neighborhood that it is today, currently also at risk due to the pressing process
of gentrification.

To carry out this documentation work, the project conducted interviews with three
families from the neighborhood in order to collect their direct testimonies. These conver-
sations aimed to highlight the value of popular knowledge and their experiences during
the process of claiming decent housing. In addition, this collection of information was
accompanied by a drawing of the dwellings (Figure 7), with the aim of recording the
different phases of the process of growth and evolution of the dwelling. As can be seen in
Figure 7, the house has gained floors in height over the years, which has modified its initial
spatial configuration, showing the self-built dwelling as a living entity in constant change
and evolution.
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Figure 7. Evolution of a self-constructed apartment [54].

Through this project, we can appreciate the autonomy that self-built housing provides
and its adaptability to the needs of families over time. In addition, this case shows how
the phenomenon of self-construction does not start from individuality but is part of a
collective and intergenerational consensual process that transcends the scale of the house
to the scale of the neighborhood. The documentary work of this project makes it possible
to incorporate self-built housing into the collective imagination as part of the city’s built
heritage and community identity. At the same time, this compilation highlights the capacity
for self-management and the importance of the associative fabric in the face of the lack
of response from the administration. This study was carried out only for the El Carmel
neighbourhood, but it would be necessary to extend it to other areas of self-building in
Barcelona to have a broader view of this phenomenon in the city.

4.6. Reuse and Self-Construction Practices Promoted by MAKEA

The philosophy that was driven by MAKEA brought users closer to the awareness of
reuse possibilities while empowering them by the provision of new construction skills to
achieve technical solutions to their needs. An example of this approach was the collabora-
tion project between Kn60Lab (a youth dynamization project promoted by the Barcelona
City Council within the Pla de Barris in El Raval Sud and Gòtic Sud) and MAKEA presented
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here. In this case, the proposal (Table 7) consisted of the design and construction of furniture
for a youth centre located in the El Raval neighbourhood of Barcelona, using the waste
available in the area as construction materials. In this way, the young people of the area
not only learned how to handle tools and design their own furniture but also how to reuse
waste materials.

Table 7. Overview of the strategies put forward by MAKEA.

MAKEA

Applicability Direct practice with users.

Strategies

Citizen participation to raise awareness of the need to reuse and optimise
resources and, in turn, generate community shared knowledge.
Facilitating interaction between public and private institutions.
Self-construction.
Generate objects through a co-design process with users that can be
easily adaptable and replicable in the future.

Use of waste materials to reduce resource consumption.

To this end, the project was organized into three workshops held over three weeks on
La Rambla del Raval. Participation in this workshop was open so that any interested person
passing through the street could collaborate, however, the group dynamics and training
sessions sought to create a link with the project in order to encourage the continuity of the
participants in the project. After the end of this one-off collaboration between MAKEA and
KN60lab, the furniture was made available to KN60lab for future uses to be organized.

This project highlights the potential of waste as a new building material, with the aim
of reducing the city’s waste production and emissions. At the same time, it highlights the
difficulty for citizens to access these new resources due to the lack of controlled management
of this ‘waste’ by the administration, which entails a great misuse of material.

The project arose from the participation of the public administration, through Pla de
Barris, together with the youth associations of the neighbourhood. The participation of
young people in this furniture co-design and co-manufacture process was based on the
desire to create a module that could be easily replicated and adapted to different uses, thus
extending their life cycle. In turn, as shown in Figure 8, this manufacturing process was
carried out in the public space, trying to involve the whole neighbourhood during the
evolution of the project.
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To this end, the project was organized into three workshops held over three weeks 
on La Rambla del Raval. Participation in this workshop was open so that any interested 
person passing through the street could collaborate, however, the group dynamics and 
training sessions sought to create a link with the project in order to encourage the conti-
nuity of the participants in the project. After the end of this one-off collaboration between 
MAKEA and KN60lab, the furniture was made available to KN60lab for future uses to be 
organized. 

This project highlights the potential of waste as a new building material, with the aim 
of reducing the city’s waste production and emissions. At the same time, it highlights the 
difficulty for citizens to access these new resources due to the lack of controlled manage-
ment of this ‘waste’ by the administration, which entails a great misuse of material. 

The project arose from the participation of the public administration, through Pla de 
Barris, together with the youth associations of the neighbourhood. The participation of 
young people in this furniture co-design and co-manufacture process was based on the 
desire to create a module that could be easily replicated and adapted to different uses, 
thus extending their life cycle. In turn, as shown in Figure 8, this manufacturing process 
was carried out in the public space, trying to involve the whole neighbourhood during 
the evolution of the project. 

 
Figure 8. Kn60Lab’s furniture co-manufacturing process [56]. 

Thanks to the direct implication of users in the design and manufacturing process, 
the project succeeded in raising awareness among young people of the need and potential 
of reuse, as well as making them aware of the need to reduce waste generation. On the 
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Thanks to the direct implication of users in the design and manufacturing process,
the project succeeded in raising awareness among young people of the need and potential
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of reuse, as well as making them aware of the need to reduce waste generation. On the
other hand, this experience empowered users by making them participants in the process
of transforming spaces with their own skills.

5. Discussion

The practical proposals analysed and compared in this study show different ways to
address assisted self-manufacturing, reuse, and co-design. Some of the tools presented are
provided in order to overcome the impediments that hinder the qualitative and quantitative
expansion of experiences that are still restricted to informality or experimental research-
action projects.

Experiences and practices presented in this article are of a different nature, providing
a broad and diverse approach from public, private, and mostly cooperative, initiatives.
Barcelona City Council and its Pla de Barris proposal, which solves specific housing prob-
lems in a situation of residential vulnerability; the Vallès School of Architecture and its
MISMeC master’s degree or Arquitectes de Capçalera in the Barcelona School of Architecture
and its Citizens Office Service, in which it can be seen how teaching and practice can be
approached from the perspective of the CE, architectural reuse and social metabolism;
and the Tinglado or the MAKEA approaches and their ‘bottom up’ methodology, show
us proven practices in which architecture promotes the regeneration and reuse of certain
spaces to improve the conditions of everyday life.

In all of them, there is a constant, which is the collaboration of diverse agents from
different fields and disciplines, together with the social fabric. In addition, there is an
awareness of the temporary nature of users proposing interventions that can house changes
throughout their life and could be able to serve society. At the same time, the practices
analysed consider the built environment as a stock of resources giving the construction
elements a much longer life cycle than only one simple building.

In Table 8, the analysed methodologies are compared, taking into account the agents
involved in each case, the level and type of users’ participation, and the management of
existing resources. In the context of this publication, the interventions and debates around
the Barcelona approaches presented are different in terms of their scale of action, budget,
scope, and geographical proximity.

The practical approaches presented to co-design and co-manufacturing in architectural
reuse processes within the same legal context applied in the city of Barcelona have particu-
larities at different scales in each case. Nevertheless, it allowed a comparative analytical
framework to be established in this paper to identify opportunities and limitations of
co-design and co-manufacturing in a South European city with difficulties in the access of
affordable housing. The results obtained highlight the importance of involving multiple
agents and experts in order to provide renewal solutions that do not end up benefiting the
real estate sector but those most in need.

All the cases show their will to consolidate collaboration networks, as well as to pro-
mote the professionalisation and training of residents, small operators and professionals in
the sector, and other local groups. All of them display a growing interest in innovative tech-
niques and processes that are increasingly in demand (bio-construction, dry construction,
industrial design with recycled materials, etc.).

It is also worth highlighting the relationship between the strategies of reuse and self-
construction, which in many cases are not independent concepts and are often related,
especially through the material or construction system, which is shown to be decisive and
capable of defining some of the proposals. Although limited by their own character, both
reuse and self-construction become invaluable resources with great potential for the future.

Finally, the proximity between researchers, technicians, and users, a trinomial that in a
housing context is demonstrated as a positive factor that guarantees that certain decisions
are taken in the most appropriate way. In addition, it is a procedure that also brings us
closer to the idea of assisted rehabilitation, in which we must not forget the importance of
specific knowledge of rehabilitation techniques and intervention on existing buildings.
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Table 8. Comparison of the different practices.

Strategies
Case Studies

Co-HAB-Raval Pla de Barris MISMeC Pedagogies Arquitectes de Capçalera El Tinglado MAKEA

Agents involved

Public-private partnerships � � � �

Trinomial public
administration, private
entities and academia

� � � �

Academic approach to the
real needs of the field

of study
� � �

Users’ participation � � � � � �

Modalities of user
participation

Training and
local employment � � � �

Detecting particular needs
and capacities of neighbours � � �

User participation in the
design process � � �

Strengthening
neighbourhood and

community relations to
foster identity and a sense of
belonging to the community

� � � � �

Management of tangible
and intangible resources

Reduced consumption of
material resources � �

Energy rehabilitation �

Assisted self-construction � � �

Enhancement of
architectural and

intangible heritage
� �

Change of public ownership
of the property. �

The strategies used by each case study are marked with bullets (�).
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6. Conclusions

The case studies presented aimed to overcome the usual methodological difficulties
and cross limits by bringing architecture closer to the final beneficiaries. The precariousness
of housing and the urgent needs that arise from the situations detected in Barcelona, as
is also the case in many other parts of the Metropolitan Area, frame these processes. The
methodologies presented, have as their starting point, the experience of the different
architectural approaches together with the type of entities involved in each case, as well as
the specific disciplinary knowledge of the manufacturers.

In the case studies analysed in this paper, there is a constant, which is the collaboration
of diverse agents from different fields and disciplines (technicians, architects, social scien-
tists, representatives of the administration) altogether with actors from the social fabric such
as concerned neighbours and representatives of entity networks and local cooperatives.
In addition, there is an awareness of the temporary nature of uses and buildings. These
become resources with a much longer useful life that could be foreseen before their imple-
mentation and which, with appropriate interventions, can house changing uses throughout
their life and thus be able to serve society.

The housing emergency in the city of Barcelona urges us to take measures to alleviate
at least unhealthy and poverty conditions. All the measures that have been studied are
considered positive, despite the fact that no quantitative validation is foreseen in the short
term. However, they are considered important and valuable because they show mecha-
nisms and new approaches of architecture to work in the outskirts of the real estate market
rules and to understand the real problems of people inhabiting the contemporary city.

The main limitations of those practices are considered to be the following three
in particular:

1. Firstly, as stated at the beginning, Barcelona’s residential stock has a low supply
of public housing [33]. This fact makes it very susceptible to gentrification processes in
renovation interventions because of the rules of the neoliberal real estate market.

As shown by the DESC Observatory [35], despite the lack of existing public housing in
Barcelona compared to other European cities, the public agency operates by counteracting
the private large holders. As their report shows, the rise of large landlords in the city in
the aftermath of the global financial crisis has been very detrimental to the availability of
affordable housing. That is why it allows us to affirm that the increase in public housing,
the increase in cooperative housing, and the regulation of rental prices, would be essential
measures to reduce the effects of gentrification in the reuse processes.

2. Secondly, in order to carry out these practices, it is necessary for users to have at least
a network of local associative support. For this, it requires a certain formal establishment
and time that the most vulnerable and marginal strata of society lack.

Plans such as the Pilot Plan for a Basic Income in Catalonia [64] demonstrate the
importance of publicly guaranteeing the material conditions for existence. In this sense, it
is shown that it is necessary to offer these guarantees without them having to be requested,
since the long and tedious application processes for aid separate the most vulnerable strata
of society. In this sense, the practices presented are dependent on public funding and/or
neighbourhood support networks in order to be carried out. As has been shown, this makes
it difficult for the most vulnerable citizens to access them.

3. Finally, these practices are dependent on public funding and may be susceptible to
political instrumentalization or depend on the political sensitivities of each moment.

In addition to what was highlighted in the second point, the dependence on public
funding of these types of practices, especially in a market as stressed as that of Barcelona,
from our point of view places these practices on the outskirts of the architectonical action.
The processes for the construction or renovation of houses have longer times than the
municipal political cycles. This can leave proposals like the ones presented halfway.

From our point of view, the right to housing and the right to architecture, as shown by as
shown by the case studies presented, should be part of our basic framework of coexistence.
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